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Dear FJC Family,
Welcome to FJC’s new look! We wanted you—as our donors, fiscally sponsored
organizations and other accountholders and stakeholders at FJC—to be among the
first to see our new look and feel.
We have been working hard over 2020 to fundamentally redesign our web site, logo,
and publications to express FJC’s dynamism, and to better showcase the imaginative,
impactful work of our donors and partners. The new site is more than just a new look. It
represents our commitment to deeper engagement with the work of the charitable
sector, and to telling stories that inspire. As always, philanthropy at FJC starts with a
blank page and an open mind. We’re hopeful that you’ll see something on the site
that sparks an idea.
Please take a moment to tour the new site, and drop us a note with any feedback.
You’ll notice the site continues to include a link to our donor portal, which is
unchanged. You can continue to make grant recommendations, view account
activity, download statements and receipt letters, just as you always have. We also will
continue to provide the same level of responsiveness with access to our courteous and
dedicated staff, who are available during business hours to work with you on anything
that comes up.
In short, we are the same FJC as before. The new branding just emphasizes all the ways
we can collaborate to amplify our work together. As we turn the corner into 2021, we
will surely need this collaborative spirit as the nonprofit sector works through the postpandemic recovery.
We look forward to working with you!
Sincerely,
Sam Marks, CEO

The Doe Fund Acquires Bronx
Building Site with FJC Loan
Time was running short for The Doe Fund. The
organization was in contract to purchase a
property in the Bronx for their new affordable
housing development. When conversations
with their acquisition lender fell through, The
Doe Fund called FJC. “FJC was ready to
provide financing almost quicker than we
were ready to accept it,” explains John
McDonald, The Doe Fund’s Chief Operating
Officer. “Their speed and accessibility were a
key factor in our ability to secure the site.”
Read More

Stock IPO Pays Philanthropic
Dividends
Over the summer, an e-commerce
company went public, signaling a more
robust and active phase of investor and FJC
donor John Herzog’s philanthropy. “FJC was
patient while we sorted through the IPO
process and the subsequent lock up period,”
says Mr. Herzog, “and their flexibility is
allowing me to be especially charitable from
my account now that the stock is liquid.”
Read More

FJC Welcomes New Program
Assistant Gabrielle Tran
Please join FJC in welcoming Gabrielle Tran,
who began her role as Program Assistant this
fall.
Read More

Account Statements
Just a reminder that your quarterly statements are available at our donor portal.
Click Here to Access the Donor Portal
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